CHAPTER-12
MEASURES OF JUSTICE IN POLITICAL SYSTEM
For life cycle to propel in right direction and to correct destinations it is essential people give
importance to justice in life. The persons who give importance to justice always occupy leading
position in the society. The persons who abide by the law never succumb to failures as their lifestyle
is full of vibrant state of mind with wise conscience. The persons who are law defaulters live in a
narrow state of mind and their life is totally modulated in treacherous modes for livings. The people
would have to give importance to the law in life to ensure rightful upbringing in the society. The
lawful courses of life will ensure dignified prospects to the society and to the nation. Lawful
procedures can ensure continuity in various courses of governance which makes the national prestige
strong in the comity of nations. The follow up of lawful courses lead to human rights activities
gaining grounds.
The flow of progress is directly linked with lawful courses in livings. The pursuit for lawful
courses leads to brotherhood in the society and secluded attires are suppressed at large which gives
impetus to progress in the society. The rightful nurturing of law and justice leads to safe thus clean
environment in the society which manifests in gains to the business folds. The rightful nurturing of
law leads to human rights been strengthen which also favors the progress levels in the society. The
rightful nurturing of lawful courses leads to powerful human rights in the nation which improves the
image of the nation and forecasts a vibrant future for the nation.
The judicial system will functionally give right justifications only when people give
importance to law in life. If people start stop giving importance to law in life than judicial system will
be paralyzed and this will give impetus to unsocial elements in the society. The processes of judicial
system never elapse into oblivion for this it is mandatory to teach the public the purpose of lawful
courses like a lesson in life. The political parties are always least interested in granting human rights
to the public therefore it is necessary to teach the public the purpose of law like a lesson otherwise the
downtrodden people of the society will never gain justice in the social folds. This may damage the
prospects of judicial system in the country. The political parties will have to mold their working
alongside judicial courses otherwise the supremacy of lawful courses will extinct from all platforms.
The course of law should manifest in equal rights to all which will clause equal opportunities
of privileges to all. The follow up of lawful courses will generate adaptable behaviors in the public
which will lead to adaptable brotherhood thus leading to equal opportunities in monetary folds amidst
wise understandings. The failure on above accounts will weaken the judicial system and will lead to

mass violation of human rights as unsocial elements will gain strength in the society. The possibilities
of sound mind and conscious will are attitudinizing only when the judicial system manifests its
working by strengthening the humanistic equations in to the course of law which will ensure equal
opportunities to all on all grounds in livings.
The initiative of judicial folds will improve the unity of the nation leading to better
interactions and brotherhood among public. The initiative of justice will reduce mutual discrimination
and satisfaction on these accounts will lead to national unity. The layout of lawful course will improve
the social understandings of the public which will clause itself as absolutely interactive to all and can
guide the destiny of national unity by the wide acceptability it will count in all political arenas. The
failure to abide by law increases the number of unsocial elements in the society and propositions of
lawlessness will lead to erosion of national unity. The failure to abide by law will be a great setback to
the national unity which will make its presence count in all four directions of the governance. The
politicians will no longer remain pragmatic in their approach towards governance which will weaken
the political outlook of the country. The anti-social elements will increase in the society which will
violate the human rights of the general public. The progress levels will be greatly reduced because of
absence of sound mind and conscious will. These postures in the society will reduce national unity
which in itself will be an erroneous situation.
The proposals of improved law and order will improve the human rights equations and thus
will break the supremacy of law defaulters. The improved law and order will lead to condemnation of
law breakers and they may be punished for wrong attires in the society. This will improve the human
rights propositions in the society. When some person commits crime and public try give it a eyewash
than we can automatically infer that humanistic approaches are absent in the society. Therefore it is
essential to break the jinx of lawlessness thus improve upon law and order situations. The judicial
system will be acceptable only when people give importance to truth and law in life. To clause justice
in a court of law often needs certification from witnesses who give their word about the truth of the
dealings. To be able to speak truth in a court of law we require a social atmosphere which gives
strength to truth and justice. The supremacy of judicial system will be acceptable only when people
give strength to truth and justice in life.
The purpose of law and justice is to teach public the lesson that they will gain only up to their
caliber and status which is a symbol of their deserving capabilities. The purpose of law is to teach the
public the lesson that although all are equal under the law but they will reap only those fruits for
which they have worked. By initiatives of lawful courses the person gets only up to the extent of his
deserving capabilities.

To improve the image of scientific temperament in the county the children should be taught
the lesson of law and justice in their school curriculum such that they follow truth while
understanding the supremacy of law in their life. The science is a symbol of truth of life and the pupil
who give absolute importance to truth in life they become scientists. To reap scientific temperament
in the country we need to strengthen the folds of people speaking truth in life and giving due
importance to law in life.
The importance to law leads to patriotic feelings about the nation. The follow up of lawful
courses thus brings about politicians who give due weight to lawful courses in life. The importance to
justice gives strength to service and hard work for the society, for the nation which brings out high
aptitude politicians to the forefront. The stature of such politicians would be counted by importance
they owe to justice thus the nation will lead to glory under the reigns of such politicians.
The society based on justice and nation build on justifiable courses will lay the foundation of
a strong nation.

